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This experience has reinforced the value of constantly striving for deeper sensitivity to the hidden struggles of
those around me. I made countless trips to the neighborhood pharmacy, cooked dinner, biked to the grocery
store, supported my concerned sister, and provided the loving care my mother needed to recover. Participating
for the first time in a full-length research experiment at that level, I felt more alive, more engaged, than I ever
had before. Today I realize that this experience greatly influenced my professional ambition as well as my
personal identity. I wanted to see new places and meet different people. Just the thought of participating in a
project at this level of scientific rigor made me forget that this was supposed to be my summer break and I
spent the first day eagerly examining every piece of equipment. In conclusionâ€¦ All Common App essays
must show your personality, identity, and aspirations, as well as spark discussions on interests, character,
values, and community. My statistical training in psychology orientates me toward a more quantitative
graduate experience. While the precise topic of my thesis is undecided, I am particularly interested in Mexico
and its development towards a more democratic government. Americans confused me as I relied on Urban
Dictionary to understand my peers, the Pledge of Allegiance seemed nationalistic, and the only thing familiar
about Fahrenheit was the German after whom it was named. Kari has passed. Slowly, I dug a small hole in the
black earth. Even as a child I constantly sought it out, first on television with Bill Nye and The Mythbusters,
then later in person in every museum exhibit I could find. She must be from somewhere exotic. I am at home
between worlds. Home is the in-between, the cusp of transition â€” that is where I feel most content. If there
was no normal, how could I be unique? No, it was alive. Finally, she challenged this idea of being different for
the sake of being different to discover her real interests. An essay that displays your personality and a unique
interest can be attention-grabbing, particularly if you have an unconventional passion, such as blogging about
Chinese basketball or unicycling. I strive to work with the diverse group of people that State University
wholeheartedly accommodates â€” and who also share my mindset. That night when my brother was gone I
went to a local store and bought a piece of chocolate taffy, his favorite. Q: Why did he just show us all these
details? Kari was dead, I thought. This essay is an example of how to tell the story of moving to America in a
unique way. Driven by a commitment to serve and a desire to understand the foundations of psychological
illness, I decided to return to school to study psychology. We made pizza together, watched Shrek on their
cozy couch together, and went fishing on Sunday together. After dinner, we would all play Wii Sports
together.


